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Disclaimer

This Presentation is being provided to a limited number of parties who may be interested in acquiring an interest in the Company and to assist the recipient in deciding whether it wishes to proceed with an investment in the Company and in determining the level of any 
offer for an interest in the Company. This Presentation is only directed at persons in the United Kingdom (“UK”) and persons in the member states of the European Economic Area (“EEA”) who are qualified investors within the meaning of Article 2(e) of the EU Prospectus 
Regulation (Regulation (EU) No. 2017/1129) (“Qualified Investors”).  This Presentation has not been examined or approved by an authorised person in accordance with section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, nor is it intended that the Presentation will be 
so examined or approved, and, in the UK, it is therefore being delivered for information purposes only to a very limited number of persons and companies who are (A) persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments i.e. investment
professionals within the meaning of Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”); or (B) certified high net worth individuals falling within Article 48 of the Order; or (C) high net worth companies, unincorporated 
associations and other bodies within the meaning of Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order; or (C) persons to whom it is otherwise lawful to distribute, and only such persons and companies are permitted to receive it.  Any other person who receives this Presentation should 
not rely or act upon it. Persons who are not Relevant Persons must not attend or receive this Presentation. No person may rely on or act upon the mattes communicated in this Presentation. Any person who is not a Relevant Person who has received any document 
forming part of this Presentation must return it immediately. By accepting this Presentation and not immediately returning it, the recipient represents and warrants to the Company and Shore Capital  Corporate Finance LLP ("Shore Capital ") that they are a person who 
falls within the above description of persons permitted to receive the Presentation (together, all such persons referred to above being “Relevant Persons”). Any investment or investment activity to which the Presentation relates is available only to Relevant Persons and 
will be engaged in only with Relevant Persons..  This Presentation is not to be disclosed to any other person or used for any other purpose.  This Presentation must not be copied, reproduced (in whole or in part), published, distributed, disclosed or passed to any other 
person at any time without the prior written consent of the Company.  No reliance may be placed, for any purposes whatsoever, on the information contained in this Presentation or on its completeness and this Presentation should not be considered a recommendation 
by the Company or Shore Capital  or any of their respective affiliates in relation to any purchase of or subscription for securities of the Company. Shore Capital  has not authorised the contents of, or any part of, the Presentation.  The Presentation has been prepared by 
and is the sole responsibility of the Company and the directors of the Company.  The Company has provided the information in the Presentation, which does not purport to be comprehensive and has not been fully verified by the Company or any of their respective 
shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees, advisers or affiliates.  While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor Shore Capital , their respective affiliates nor any of their respective shareholders, directors, 
officers, agents, employees, advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, ,fairness, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, 
or of any other information made or to be made available (whether orally or in writing) to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed.  In particular, no representation or 
warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates, prospects or returns. Accordingly, neither the Company,  Shore Capital , their respective affiliates, nor any of its respective shareholders, directors, officers, 
agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability, whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions 
contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.  Nothing in this disclaimer shall exclude liability for any representation or warranty made fraudulently.  This Presentation contains certain 
statements, beliefs or opinions that may be forward-looking and that are subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties.  There are a number of important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected or suggested in any forward-
looking statement made by the Company in respect of itself and its subsidiaries.  Words such as “may”, “will”, “to”, “expect”, “plan”, “believe”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “could”, “would”, “estimate” or “continue” or the negative or other variations thereof or comparable 
terminology are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Neither the issue of this Presentation, nor any part of its contents, is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company to proceed with any transaction and the Company’s right to 
terminate any discussions or negotiations with any prospective investors is reserved.  In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company.  In furnishing this 
Presentation, the Company is not under any obligation and does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this 
Presentation which may become apparent.  This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company Shore Capital , their respective affiliates, nor any of its respective shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers.  
In particular, this Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation, nor anything contained herein, shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever.  Each party to whom this 
Presentation is made available must make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary.  In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily 
involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of 
South Africa or the United States of America (each a “Restricted Territory”), their territories or possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. Person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) (the "US Securities Act"); or (c) distributed 
to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe for any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or 
invitation, in any such case except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform 
themselves about, and observe any such restrictions.  Any securities discussed herein have not been, nor will they be, registered under the US Securities Act, or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, and any such 
securities may not be offered or sold, exercised, resold, transferred or delivered, directly or indirectly, in or into the United States unless registered under the US Securities Act or offered in a transaction exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the US 
Securities Act and in compliance with any applicable securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. This document is not and does not contain or constitute an offer to issue or sell, or the solicitation of an offer to subscribe for or purchase, any 
securities in the United States, and there will be no public offer of securities in the United States. Any securities described herein have not been approved or disapproved by the US Securities and Exchange Commission, or any other securities commission or regulatory 
authority of the United States, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed upon or endorsed the merits of the offering of securities nor have they approved this document or confirmed the accuracy or adequacy of the information contained in this document. Any 
representation to the contrary is a criminal offence in the United States. Subject to certain exceptions, neither this document nor any copy of it may be taken, transmitted or distributed, directly or indirectly, into the United States of America, its territories or possessions. 
Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of U.S. securities laws. By accepting receipt of or electronically accessing this Presentation or attending any presentation or delivery of this Presentation you agree to be bound by the foregoing 
limitations and conditions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.  Shore Capital  is acting as broker and Spark Advisory Partners Limited (“Spark”) as nominated and financial adviser to the Company 
in connection with the proposed Transaction and no-one else in connection with the proposed Transaction.  Shore Capital ’s responsibilities as the broker under the AIM Rules for Companies and Spark’s responsibilities as the Company’s nominated adviser and the AIM 
Rules for Nominated Advisers are owed solely to London Stock Exchange plc and not owed to the Company, to any of its directors or to any other person in respect of any decision to subscribe for or acquire securities in the Company.  In relation to the Transaction, Shore 
Capital  will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to customers of Shore Capital , nor for providing advice in relation to the Transaction or the contents of the Presentation.  Such persons should seek their own 
independent legal, investment and tax advice as they see fit.

The information contained in this confidential document and communicated during any delivery of the presentation, 
including the talks given by the presenters, any question and answer session and any document or material distributed at 
or in connection with the presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by Cornerstone FS plc (the “Company”).
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Introduction



Experienced Leadership

James Hickman
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Judy Happe
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

Jordanna Curtis
CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER

Over 25 years in the Financial Services 
industry with the last 20 years' experience 
within the FX and payments industries. Most 
recently, James was Chief Revenue Officer at 
Dublin-based fintech business, Fire Financial 
Services Ltd. Previously, James spent nearly 
five years as Chief Commercial Officer at 
AIM-quoted Equals plc. Prior to that he was 
Managing Director at a privately held card & 
payments business, Caxton FX Ltd

Judy has extensive experience of raising 
growth capital and executing M&A strategies 
at digital technology companies. She was 
CFO of digital mental health provider Kooth 
plc. Previous to this, she spent 7 years at 
cybersecurity business AVG Technologies in 
financial and operational roles. She co-led its 
$1.3bn sale to Avast plc. Judy is a qualified 
Chartered Accountant.

Jordanna is an experienced projects and 
operations professional who has worked 
across multiple industries. She has a strong 
track record of facilitating the management 
and growth of businesses of different sizes in 
the technology, real estate, and advertising 
sectors. Jordanna specialises in ensuring the 
smooth running of businesses with complex 
products and business models.
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About Cornerstone

Solving currency and 
payment challenges 
for businesses and 

individuals around the 
world.

WHAT WE DO? 

Proprietary 
technology platform

Currency risk management, 
payment and electronic 
account services

Innovating through 
partnerships and 
expanding its payment 
capabilities

Onboarding customers with 
complex needs 

Benefiting from local 
payment rails and 
lower transaction 
costs

KEY CURRENCIES

58+

COUNTRIES 
CUSTOMERS CAN 
SEND FUNDS TO

150+
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Our Technology
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Stable and 
Scalable

High-Priority 
Security

In-house 
platform

Front office system, which allows 
customers to self-service.

Back-office system for 
operational capabilities to 
process all trades and 
payments.

Deployed on Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) and built within a 
microservices architecture.

Distributed services across 
multiple zones and the  flexibility 
to scale capacity.

The platform and APIs are 
secured using OAuth2 / OpenId 
Connect methodologies and 
JWT tokens.



2023 Highlights



2023 Highlights 
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➢ Strong revenue growth
➢ EBITDA positive 
➢ Improved cash position
➢ Sales growth 
➢ Effective cost control 
➢ Increase in payment corridors
➢ Increase in number of counterparties 
➢ Increase in referral network 
➢ Consumer Duty/Regulation
➢ Sale of Capital Currencies 
➢ Completion of sale for Avila House 
➢ Variation of incentivisation agreements
➢ Investment in people   



Financial Highlights
Half-yearly revenue £’000  

+105%
H2 23 OVER H2 22

+67%
H2 23 OVER H1 23

906
ACTIVE CUSTOMERS
customers who traded 
through Cornerstone in 
2023, up 13% from 803 
customers in 2022.
Average revenue per 
customer increased by 
76% YOY.
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GROWTH

H2 23 (P) vs 
H1 23

H2 23 (P) vs 
H2 22

H2 22 
(P)

H1 23 
(A)

H2 22 
(A)

H1 22 
(A)

H2 21 
(A)

H1 21
(A)£'000

105%67%5,9983,6022,9261,8961,465837Revenue

118%75%3,8522,1961,7681,169868319Gross Profit

+4 p.p+3 p.p64%61%60%62%59%38%Gross Margin

27%32%(2,642)(2,006)(2,087)(1,719)(1,448)(1,022)Adjusted costs

279%537%1,210190(319)(550)(579)(703)Adj. EBITDA

Financial Highlights
Positive  EBITDA

£1.4m

MAIDEN FULL YEAR ADJUSTED 
EBITDA PROFITABILITY FOR 
2023 OF AT LEAST
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A = Actual
P = Provisional based on unaudited 
full-year trading update(703) (579) (550)
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Financial Highlights
Cash from operating activities & closing cash £’000
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£0.1m

Returned to net cash 
position (less £2.2m loan 
notes) of  

£2.3m

Year- end cash of:

(648)
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Our Strategy



Our Strategy

Expanding our Geographic 
and Market footprint 

Enhancing our 
product capabilities

Futureproofing the 
business 
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Expanding the Cornerstone 
Payment Network

▶ Highlighted an additional 
two partners that would give 
us access to even more 
including additional local 
accounts.

Creation of Custom 
Solutions Sales Team 

▶ Restructuring of UK sales 
team and investment in key 
personnel to deliver 
additional tailored solutions 
to clients with complex 
needs.

Our Strategy
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Expanding our Geographic and Market footprint 

Delivering our existing 
product to new markets

▶ Expanding our relationship 
with existing counterparties 
as well as onboarding with 
new providers to expand our 
offering to additional 
industries and jurisdictions.

58+
KEY 

CURRENCIES 150+
COUNTRIES 

CUSTOMERS CAN 
SEND FUNDS 

TO
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Global eIDV 
SCREENING

eKYC/eKYB 
ONBOARDING 

TOOL

Our Strategy
Enhancing our product capabilities 

Card programme launch  
2024 

▶ Hire of Card Expert to 
create and drive Card 
programme 

▶ Using cards as an 
additional payment rail for 
existing customers

▶ Using cards to deliver our 
services to identified gaps 
in the market 

Customer focused product 
growth

▶ Implementation of customer 
feedback processes, case 
management systems and 
user experience upgrades

▶ Commitment to consumer 
protection and regulatory 
compliance.

▶ Improved customer 
experience and reduced 
customer harm should lead 
to better retention rates.

Compliance System 
Development

▶ Investment in 
deploying cutting 
edge technology that 
automates the 
onboarding and 
monitoring of clients 
on a global scale.

Dynamic Risk 
Based 

ONBOARDING 
TOOL



Our Strategy
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CANADA
REGULATORY 

LICENCE
(2024) UAE

REGULATORY 
LICENCE

(2024) 

HONG KONG 
REGULATORY 

LICENCE 
(2025) 

Futureproofing the business 

Payment Diversification 

▶ Utilising our Global 
Payments network to build 
up payment flows across 
new corridors.

▶ Acquisition of diversified 
requirements through 
curated network of 
introducers.

▶ Enhance redundancy and 
diversification across 
payment corridor portfolio.

In House Team Growth 

▶ Hiring of experts to 
complete senior 
management team and 
sales capability knowledge 
base. 

▶ Seasoned Head of 
Compliance and MLRO, 
Card Programme Manager 
and UK Sales Director joined 
in 2023. 

Regulatory Expansion

▶ Commencement of 
programme to expand 
regulatory capabilities on a 
global scale. 



Summary



Summary

Profitable Significant 
strategic  
progress

Regulatory 
permissions 
& expertise

People Innovation 
through partnership

Full year 2023 significantly ahead of 
market expectations 

Confident existing funding position is 
sufficient to support existing growth plans
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Thank you
ANY QUESTIONS
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